
DRC Coalition Call for April 5, 2018 

 

Attending: 

 

David Boan (WEA) 

Albert Belisima (ESADER) 

Sheryl Haw (Micah Global) 

Israel Ngirababo (Alliance Evangelique and Micah DRC) 

Kapalata Ndashimye (World Relief) 

Jordan Snyder (Wheaton College) 

Jian You (ICR & WEA) 

 

Minutes 

 

1. MOU 

a. The group agreed with addition 2.2 

b. Leadership will be edited to say the coalition will be lead by representatives from 

the participating DRC organizations with rotating chair. 

c. There was a discussion of adding roles.  It was agreed that can be added later due 

to the time needed to define roles. 

d. Question of stating that all members will work together on all initiatives.  MOU 

will be edited to say it is the intention of the group to work together, but sub-

groups may form for specific initiatives. 

e. A revised MOU will go to all members by 4/6/2018, followed by online signing. 

 

 

2. Discussion of email from Michael Muntzer (WEA Geneva) about the objectives for the 

Side Event.   

a. Group generally agreed with aims as written but requested that they be circulated 

one more time for clarification since not everyone saw the message.  The aims 

appear at the bottom of this page.  

b. There are a few items in Aim #1 where it is unclear what the side event would do.  

For example, could it call for an investigation into the Great Lakes Region.  

Questions are shown in Red below and were sent to Michael Muntzer. 

c. Group clarified that the aims are not part of the MOU. 

d. Jian You informed the group that the Geneva UN team can assist in achieving 

these aims in other ways in addition to the side vent. 

 

3. Priorities for action. 

a. The group agreed the first two priorities are Beni / Ituri and Kasai, in that order. 

b. Discussion of priorities was followed by discussion of defining what actions are 

needed.  This will require a needs assessment.  World Relief, ESADER and 

Alliance Evangelique will discuss working together on a needs assessment.  The 

progress on this assessment will be discussed at the next call (4/26) and a draft 

plan presented by 5/10), for discussion by the coalition. 

 



4. Development plan for Micah DRC and DRC Alliance. 

a. Sheryl Haw reported that she would be able to organize a training event for 

regional church leaders the end of June or the second week of July.  Topics could 

include CCMP and Missions. 

b. There was discussion of how this would be related to the priority areas.  It is not 

related but could be depending on the results of the needs assessment and 

subsequent plan. 

c. There is a need for a development plan for Micah DRC and the Alliance.  David 

will contact Israel regarding this. 

d. In effect, the coalition now has three initiatives: 

i. Advocacy through the WEA Geneva team 

ii. Crisis intervention into Bei/Ituri and Kasai 

iii. Development of church alliances and leadership 

e. The first two initiatives are clearly linked, while the third may or may not be 

linked. 

 

5. Other business 

a. There was no other business 

 

6. Action Items 

a. Sheryl Haw: Send training description 

b. David Boan: Distribute minutes, edit and distribute MOU, edit and distribute Side 

Event Aims. 

c. World Relief, ESADER, Alliance: Sign the MOU and then proced to complete the 

needs assessment and planning for Beni/Ituri.  Assessment to be presented on 

April 26, and plan for action presented May 10.  

 

7. Next Calls and focus 

a. April 26.  Focus on needs assessment, updates on aide event and training  

b. May 10: Plan for Beni/Ituri and (possibly) Kasai 

 

8. Side Event Aims 

 

 

1. Justice for the victims  

A. Call for international investigation into human rights violations in the North Kivu, 

Ituri (including violations by ADF and FARDC, etc – potentially also MONUSCO) and 

in the 2 Kasai (note: the Human Rights Council (HRC) will most probably not call for an 

international investigation; rather, they will try to find a smooth way for Kabila to exit 

presidency)  

 

B. Call for an international justice mechanism, such as an ad hoc Special Criminal 

Tribunal for the Great Lake region (note: same as before + this is more the competence of 

the Security Council than the HRC – but we can still advocate for justice and the fight 

against impunity at the HRC)  

 



C. Highlight the political and economic dimension of the conflict, including in particular 

also the issue of the exploitation of resources in DRC. Who are the interest groups and 

the States acting behind the scene and benefitting from the chaos, providing arms to the 

different groups and exploiting the mineral resources of the country?  

 

2. Relief and humanitarian aid to IDPs throughout the country 

 

3. Good governance and rule of law 

A. Capacity and functioning of the government and political institutions 

B. Fight against corruption 

 

4. Election process 

A. Respect of the constitutional order (rule of law) 

B. Transparent and credible process 

C. Security (including through allocating sufficient resources to MONUSCO) 


